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David Harsanyi casts a gimlet eye towards the GM IPO.  
Oh, good, the Obama administration has another imaginary victory for taxpayers to celebrate. 

As you've probably heard, there's quite a bit of hubbub surrounding the news that the administration's 
car company is going public.  

President Barack Obama tells us that General Motors' IPO is proof that one of the toughest tales of 
recession "took another step to becoming a success story." Not "survival," but success. Taxpayers 
are going to make a profit, even! 

Now, admittedly, success is a malleable concept. If by success we mean that General Motors still 
owes the government $43 billion — not including that piddling $15 billion it borrowed to fund its 
financial arm — with many analysts uncertain that it can ever flourish, we're home free. 

Success will mean temporarily setting aside the fact that the Treasury actually lost billions on the IPO 
as it "bought" GM stock at inflated prices. To break even on the freshly printed money taxpayers are 
"getting back" will probably mean GM needs to double in value over the next year to make us whole.  

Do you feel whole? ... 

... But when we undermine the rule of law, ignore property rights, create moral hazards and destroy 
organic job growth to save a company that had been terribly managed long before the recession, no 
one should be bragging about success. 

  
  
The Daily Caller has more.  
If the federal government wanted to recoup its investment in GM, then the GM stock price should be 
much higher than the $33 initial price. In order to break even, as the Deal Journal reports, the stock 
price would have to rise to around $50 per share. So why is the Treasury Department selling off the 
company at a loss? 

First, the government is what is known as a “motivated seller.” By offering such a low stock price, the 
administration is essentially admitting that it has no place in running an auto company. While GM’s 
financial position is much better than it was when it should have gone bankrupt, the company’s 
finances are not great. A quick crunch of any of the numbers in the GM prospectus shows the 
company is not the healthy organization the politicos would have you believe. They have done a poor 
job running the company, even if they did save it from going under by ignoring the law and throwing 
billions of dollars at it. The sale prospectus even admits “our (that is, the government’s) disclosure 
controls and procedures and our internal control over financial reporting are currently not effective.” 
Hardly a ringing endorsement! 

Second, they’re not the only ones in the game. The unusual bankruptcy settlement for GM granted a 
significant portion of the company to the United Auto Workers. The union is in this game too, even 
though it has no investment to recoup. The UAW is selling around 18 million shares, so it stands to 
gain about $500 million for its pension fund — at taxpayers’ expense. 

  
  



John Fund interviews Dick Armey who is in DC doing God's work, fighting people like 
Trent Lott.   
An old Washington story goes that when Martians land near the White House, everyone inside the 
Beltway flees in terror. Everyone, that is, except for the folks at the favor-factories known as 
Congress's Appropriations Committees, who rush to greet the spaceship and say, "We're here to help 
with the transition." 

There is always a danger that this election's invading aliens—aka, tea partiers—will gradually 
succumb to Beltway mores. Former GOP Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott, now a big-time 
Washington lobbyist, has already told the Washington Post that it's imperative for his tribe to "co-opt" 
the tea partiers arriving in D.C. 

But Dick Armey—Republican House majority leader for eight years following the GOP landslide of 
1994 and now chairman of the influential advocacy group, FreedomWorks—is pointing them in the 
opposite direction. Mr. Armey's organization has nurtured and mentored tea party candidates for the 
past 18 months. He helped promote the "Contract from America," a 10-point, grass-roots inspired 
program to "re-limit" government that more than 70 new Senate and House members signed. And 
he's sent each new member of Congress a seven-page memo on how not to be co-opted. ... 

  
  
With people like Joe Biden around him, Obama has no chance. Peter Wehner explains.  
In an interview with GQ magazine, Vice President Biden, when asked about Barack Obama’s 
problem in being perceived as aloof, provided us with this answer: “I think what it is, is he’s so 
brilliant. He is an intellectual.” 
  
  
  
Michael Gerson sums up Holder's efforts as attorney general.  
The closing of the Guantanamo Bay prison and civilian trials for terrorists were more than policy 
changes proposed by Barack Obama as a presidential candidate. They were presented as a return to 
constitutional government - a dividing line from an uncivilized past.  

The indefinite detention of terrorists, according to Obama, had "destroyed our credibility when it 
comes to the rule of law all around the world, and given a huge boost to terrorist recruitment." 
Testifying last year before Congress, Attorney General Eric Holder not only defended a New York trial 
for lead Sept. 11 plotter Khalid Sheik Mohammed, he lectured, he taunted, he preened. Unlike others, 
he was not "scared" of what Mohammed would say at trial. Failure was "not an option." This case, he 
told a reporter, would be "the defining event of my time as attorney general."  

Which it certainly has been. Under Holder's influence, American detainee policy is a botched, 
hypocritical, politicized mess. 

  
Jennifer Rubin and Linda Chavez try to warn off the GOP. Here's Chavez;  
Jen is right on both the substance and politics of a GOP move to revoke birthright citizenship from 
children born to illegal aliens. As I’ve written here and here, the 14th Amendment was carefully drawn 
and debated to exclude only two categories of persons: the children of diplomats and children born on 
Indian reservations that were deemed sovereign territories at the time. 



But the political objections are even greater. Republicans lost two Senate seats — in Nevada and 
Colorado — that they should have won on Election Day, largely because of the nasty tenor of debate 
on illegal immigration. ... 

  
  
Shikhia Dalmia in "Whose Sari Now?" explains why the garment is rooted in Indian 
culture.  
... Part of the Indian woman’s attachment to the sari no doubt stems from her cultural conditioning. 
Indian girls grow up wearing a mix of Indian garments (choli/lehnga, salwar/kamiz) and Western 
clothes (frocks, skirts, long dresses and jeans) — not saris. Saris are meant only for grown women 
who have fully come into their own. When a girl first wears one – typically at her school’s graduation 
or farewell party, the equivalent of prom night – it marks a rite of passage. The sari and all its 
resplendent accessories – glass bangles, chunky hand-crafted silver or gold jewelry, the bindi on the 
forehead – are their first full encounter with their femininity and, like a first love, it leaves an indelible 
impression. 

But an Indian woman’s acculturation in the sari begins much before she actually wears one. Saris are 
an essential part of a bride’s trousseau that mothers sometimes start planning from the day a 
daughter is born. My mother had barely left the maternity ward when she decided that she would give 
me at least 21 silk saris when I got married. And, over the years, I witnessed her painstakingly 
assemble my collection with pieces from all over the country: rich, double-shaded benaresis; 
sumptuous tanchoies woven with strands of real gold; South Indian kanchiwarams whose bright 
magentas and fuchsias with contrasting borders are sadly out of fashion now; diaphanous, delicate 
chanderis; simple, weightless French chiffons in soothing pastels; Bengali kanthas whose elaborate 
embroidery depicts stories from ancient Hindu epics; and gorgeous, sumptuous tassars – my 
personal favorite – whose shine seems to come from an inner glow like the brides they often adorn. ... 

  

 
 
 

  
  
Denver Post 
GM plan the Cadillac of failed ideas 
by David Harsanyi 
 

Oh, good, the Obama administration has another imaginary victory for taxpayers to celebrate. 

As you've probably heard, there's quite a bit of hubbub surrounding the news that the administration's 
car company is going public.  

President Barack Obama tells us that General Motors' IPO is proof that one of the toughest tales of 
recession "took another step to becoming a success story." Not "survival," but success. Taxpayers 
are going to make a profit, even! 

Now, admittedly, success is a malleable concept. If by success we mean that General Motors still 
owes the government $43 billion — not including that piddling $15 billion it borrowed to fund its 
financial arm — with many analysts uncertain that it can ever flourish, we're home free. 



Success will mean temporarily setting aside the fact that the Treasury actually lost billions on the IPO 
as it "bought" GM stock at inflated prices. To break even on the freshly printed money taxpayers are 
"getting back" will probably mean GM needs to double in value over the next year to make us whole.  

Do you feel whole? I do. 

Don't worry. Not only is GM equipped with an array of unmerited advantages over companies 
operating successfully in the marketplace — even without a blank check from taxpayers — the IPO 
was exempted from federal and state anti-fraud laws just to make sure things still weren't exactly fair. 
(Then again, every GM success comes at the expense of someone else.) 

If things get tough, we can rely on Department of Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood to trump up 
safety concerns regarding Toyota or Honda to correct the problem. 

Success also means that Morgan Stanley, Goldman Sachs, Citigroup and other institutions saved 
from extinction by taxpayers can now make hundreds of millions of dollars on an IPO from a company 
that only exists because of taxpayers.  

It reminds me of the success we experienced the last time GM paid back taxpayers, when they 
utilized funds from a TARP escrow account rather than actual revenue. Paying back taxpayers with 
taxpayer dollars is an inventive accounting method, for sure.  

And let's not forget that success is predicated on this president's strong-arming bondholders and 
essentially wiping out shareholders of a private company — tearing up legal contracts rather than 
allowing a traditional bankruptcy. Success means shielding benefits of United Auto Workers as a 
reward for helping make cars that are less efficient and more expensive.  

At the time, George Mason University law professor Todd Zywicki wrote that by "stepping over the 
bright line between the rule of law and the arbitrary behavior," the president "may have created a 
thousand new failing businesses."  

Confiscating the property of investors for the common good isn't generally conducive to a healthy 
business environment.  

Sean McAlinden of the Center for Automotive Research told NPR that investors may want to ask the 
new GM: "By the way, the last set of shareholders and bondholders you had, you totally screwed 
them. So, why should I trust you now on nine months' worth of results?" 

They may want to also ask why GM is making ideologically motivated money-losers like the Volt, a 
car the middle class won't be able to afford even with massive subsidies. What happens when 
taxpayers divest themselves from GM's social engineering projects?  

Taxpayers didn't have much of a choice in the matter on the front end. It'll be nice to see GM stand on 
its own — until the next time. 

But when we undermine the rule of law, ignore property rights, create moral hazards and destroy 
organic job growth to save a company that had been terribly managed long before the recession, no 
one should be bragging about success. 

  
  



The Daily Caller 
GM selling at a loss should tell you something 
By Iain Murray  
  
When a government sells stock in a company, it is usually trying to maximize short-term revenue. 
Therefore, the share price is normally pegged at what the market will bear. If the valuation of the total 
stock offering is less than the value of the company (or a portion thereof) being sold, something is 
amiss. That is certainly the case with the initial public offering of GM stock sold to investors on 
November 17. The stock price is telling us something the federal government doesn’t want to admit, 
all the rhetoric about the supposed success of the GM bailout notwithstanding.  

Take, for instance, the last IPO I was involved in, the flotation in 1996 on the London Stock Exchange 
of RailTrack, the company that owned the infrastructure of the formerly nationalized British Rail. The 
government of Prime Minister John Major wanted to raise around £2.5 billion in the privatization. 
However, the plan quickly unraveled. 

Major’s government was on its last legs, as it seemed likely to lose the election of 1997. Moreover, 
spokesmen for the Labour Party — which did go on to win — started making noises about 
renationalizing the company and toughening regulations on the railroad industry. This scared 
investors and the government was forced to discount the offering, which sold at a measly 380p per 
share, ultimately raising less than £2 billion. However, the share price later rose quickly to reflect the 
market’s true valuation of the company, and investors reaped the benefits while the government 
reflected on what might have been. 

If the federal government wanted to recoup its investment in GM, then the GM stock price should be 
much higher than the $33 initial price. In order to break even, as the Deal Journal reports, the stock 
price would have to rise to around $50 per share. So why is the Treasury Department selling off the 
company at a loss? 

First, the government is what is known as a “motivated seller.” By offering such a low stock price, the 
administration is essentially admitting that it has no place in running an auto company. While GM’s 
financial position is much better than it was when it should have gone bankrupt, the company’s 
finances are not great. A quick crunch of any of the numbers in the GM prospectus shows the 
company is not the healthy organization the politicos would have you believe. They have done a poor 
job running the company, even if they did save it from going under by ignoring the law and throwing 
billions of dollars at it. The sale prospectus even admits “our (that is, the government’s) disclosure 
controls and procedures and our internal control over financial reporting are currently not effective.” 
Hardly a ringing endorsement! 

Second, they’re not the only ones in the game. The unusual bankruptcy settlement for GM granted a 
significant portion of the company to the United Auto Workers. The union is in this game too, even 
though it has no investment to recoup. The UAW is selling around 18 million shares, so it stands to 
gain about $500 million for its pension fund — at taxpayers’ expense. 

Finally, just as with RailTrack, there is considerable political risk involved. If the feds could nationalize 
GM once, they can do it again. The company admits in its prospectus that “The UST [U.S. Treasury] 
(or its designee) will continue to own a substantial interest in us following this offering, and its 
interests may differ from those of our other stockholders.” It suggests that government might interfere 
in “The selection, tenure and compensation of our management; our business strategy and product 
offerings; our relationship with our employees, unions and other constituencies; and our financing 



activities, including the issuance of debt and equity securities.” Furthermore, the government has 
asserted sovereign immunity, meaning that the IPO is not subject to anti-fraud laws. 

This might sound familiar to RailTrack investors. The Labour government of Tony Blair eventually 
forcibly bought out RailTrack stockholders at a price of around 250p — a loss of about 35 percent 
from the heavily discounted price at which the stock initially traded. By selling GM stock at a loss, the 
federal government is giving us fair warning, and admitting the bailouts’ enormous cost to the 
taxpayer. 

Iain Murray is Vice President for Strategy at the Competitive Enterprise Institute. 

  
  
WSJ  -  Weekend Interview 
Revolutionary Do-Over  
by John Fund 

An old Washington story goes that when Martians land near the White House, everyone inside the 
Beltway flees in terror. Everyone, that is, except for the folks at the favor-factories known as 
Congress's Appropriations Committees, who rush to greet the spaceship and say, "We're here to help 
with the transition." 

There is always a danger that this election's invading aliens—aka, tea partiers—will gradually 
succumb to Beltway mores. Former GOP Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott, now a big-time 
Washington lobbyist, has already told the Washington Post that it's imperative for his tribe to "co-opt" 
the tea partiers arriving in D.C. 

But Dick Armey—Republican House majority leader for eight years following the GOP landslide of 
1994 and now chairman of the influential advocacy group, FreedomWorks—is pointing them in the 
opposite direction. Mr. Armey's organization has nurtured and mentored tea party candidates for the 
past 18 months. He helped promote the "Contract from America," a 10-point, grass-roots inspired 
program to "re-limit" government that more than 70 new Senate and House members signed. And 
he's sent each new member of Congress a seven-page memo on how not to be co-opted.  

Mr. Armey's top agenda item for the 112th Congress is, he says, "to defund, repeal and replace the 
government takeover of health care and adopt a patient-centered approach." Hardly anyone thinks 
repeal is in the cards, at least for now. Even assuming repeal could get through the House, it would 
likely die in the Democratic Senate. And if it did reach the president's desk, Barack Obama would 
almost certainly veto it.  

But during a visit with him last month at a tea party rally outside Chicago and a subsequent chat while 
he was at home in Dallas, Mr. Armey insists that a series of moves involving "thinking smart and 
acting boldly" can exert pressure that will bring down ObamaCare.  



      
    

A new Gallup poll finds that 36% of Republicans (and even 12% of Democrats) believe repeal of 
ObamaCare should be Congress's No. 1 priority. "A quick, straight repeal vote will attract no fewer 
than 20 House Democrats," Mr. Armey predicts. Citizen pressure on the 23 Senate Democrats up for 
re-election in 2012 could lead to Senate passage.  

Mr. Armey expects an Obama veto, "but that will be then between him and the American people." It 
will, he believes, set up an epic debate in the 2012 presidential contest as the flaws of government-
mandated insurance become clearer. 

Lawsuits challenging ObamaCare's constitutionality are also far more likely in the wake of this 
month's election. In light of the growing budget pressures the health law puts on states, about half of 
the nation's state attorneys general will argue for expedited Supreme Court review of the Florida 
lawsuit now in federal district court. 

In any event, Mr. Armey says the early failure to repeal ObamaCare legislatively wouldn't deflate tea 
party members of Congress or their supporters. "Unlike the GOP in 1994, they don't think they have a 
big shot mandate," he avers. 

Rather than encourage a repeat of the high-stakes 1995 confrontation with the Clinton White House 
that shut down the government and hurt the GOP's image, he counsels a strategy of selectively 
targeting ObamaCare's 159 new bureaucratic entities for repeal, denying the IRS funds to enforce 
fines and penalties on employers, and using the reconciliation process so the Senate can pass 
budget-related restrictions on ObamaCare with a simple majority. 

And what, I asked, if Mr. Obama stonewalls? Mr. Armey did not say exactly what would be next, but 
he did note that the power of the Internet to connect and educate people today makes it easier to get 
the facts out and mobilize public support on behalf of Republican positions.  



Mr. Armey maintains that his advice is only meant to help GOP leaders in Congress who pledged to 
repeal ObamaCare. But privately more than a few of those leaders are chafing at what they see as 
back-seat driving by the 70-year-old economist who left office eight years ago. Mr. Armey says his 
goal is simply to remind politicians that whatever power is exercised in Washington flows from the 
people.  

Dick Armey was head of the economics department at North Texas State University in Denton when 
he ran for political office in 1984. Although a political nobody at the time, he beat a Democratic 
incumbent with volunteers and little money. The conservative Republican would team up with liberals 
to hold down farm subsidies and form the military base-closing commission that is a rare example of 
bipartisan success in shrinking government. He became majority leader in 1995 as the vanguard of 
the Gingrich Revolution.  

But it was his experience in 1994, when Democrats still ran the House, that convinced Mr. Armey of 
the power of citizen activism. A bill requiring teachers to be certified was viewed with horror by home-
schooling parents who feared they would have to comply. Mr. Armey took up their cause. He says "I 
was laughed out of a committee hearing on a Thursday, but then the parents weighed in."  

Thousands deluged members with so many faxes and telephone calls that Congress's phone system 
was shut down. "By the next Wednesday the only 'no' vote on the House floor against killing that 
provision came from its sponsor," he recalls. "All that happened before the Internet." 

At an orientation meeting that FreedomWorks held for freshman members last weekend, Mr. Armey 
pressed his model of how to make Congress work for them: "Don't obsess over lobbying [the] 
leadership over what committee you're on, you can still write laws if your idea is good enough and 
you generate enough outside support." 

During the campaign, Mr. Armey spoke of a tea party "hostile takeover" of the GOP. And now? He 
says that the tea party and the Republicans are working well together. 

Tea party activism, Mr. Armey says, has gone through several stages since its birth less than two 
years ago. The first stage came when people felt "the wrong things were being forced down their 
throats by those who were both misguided and arrogant." That phase peaked in the town hall 
meetings over health care in the summer of 2009. 

The second phase was when establishment candidates were challenged and often lost in GOP 
primaries this year. Mr. Armey takes particular pride that FreedomWorks was one of the first groups 
who got behind the candidacies of Senators-elect Mike Lee of Utah and Marco Rubio of Florida. 

The third stage came with the tea party victories in November. Now the challenge will be to continue 
to oppose bad legislation while preparing to nominate and elect a tea party-approved candidate for 
president and capture control of the Senate in 2012. Mr. Armey shies away from discussing his 
favorites, but says Indiana Gov. Mitch Daniels "has a fine record" and Minnesota Gov. Tim Pawlenty 
"has real potential." 

Mr. Armey largely dismisses concerns that weak tea party candidates—like Christine O'Donnell and 
Sharron Angle—cost the GOP several key races this year. "The establishment has to take the blame 
for putting up status quo people who couldn't beat those weak opponents in primaries," he says. "But 
in the vast majority of races from state legislature up to the Senate, even rookie tea party candidates 
did very well." He is convinced that in 2012 "you will see even better and more savvy candidates." 



I ask Mr. Armey what he believes are the biggest media misconceptions about the tea party. "They 
don't think something is real if they can't find who is at the head of it, like they can with unions today," 
he chuckles. Mr. Armey also faults the media for thinking that people who believe in the Constitution 
are "somehow radical extremists." He says one of the most heartening things he has seen in the birth 
of the tea party is that "more people have come to see that document as the best arrangement for 
limiting government and extending liberty ever devised." 

But he's also acutely aware that the last GOP Congress lost its way on limiting government. He 
blames the worst drift on the flawed model adopted by former Texas Rep. Tom DeLay, the man who 
replaced him as majority leader in 2003. "The theory was we could earmark or bribe our way to a 
permanent majority," Mr. Armey sighs. "It fundamentally misunderstood the nature of the conservative 
voter base. They abhor crony capitalism and creating prescription drug benefits that aren't paid for." 

I remind him he was the second most powerful House leader for eight years of GOP control before 
Mr. DeLay fully took charge. He accepts some responsibility for the gradual neutering of the 1994 
Republican Revolution during that period. And he says that that GOP Congress arrogantly assumed it 
had a mandate for dramatic change when, in fact, it had only won a chance to convince Americans 
that a different direction was needed. 

"I regret not publicly criticizing our course when we first presented a supplemental spending bill [in 
1996] that wasn't paid for," he says. Another breakpoint came in 2001, he says, when President 
George W. Bush "abandoned any vestige of school choice in his No Child Left Behind education bill" 
because it might offend liberal congressional grandees. "Even Ted Kennedy was willing to put up with 
more choice than we wound up getting."  

After 9/11, Mr. Armey became convinced that Mr. Bush's single-minded focus on foreign wars was 
leading him to abandon any principled domestic agenda. He retired from Congress in 2002. 

Mr. Armey became a lobbyist with the firm of DLA Piper, and he's been criticized in some tea party 
circles as one more Washington establishment figure. Mr. Armey bristles at that label.  

"When a couple years ago I had to choose between chairing FreedomWorks and a new lobbying role 
that would have precluded me from doing that, I gave up lobbying," he says. "I make no apologies for 
securing my family's financial future, but I left a lot of money on the table in order to stay at 
FreedomWorks."  

As we finish our chat, Mr. Armey has one final piece of advice for the new conservative members he 
has done so much to elect. "The first rule of conservatism," he chuckles, "is to accept that if you are 
true to yourself, Hollywood celebrities will never hug you in public. Ultimately, serving the people and 
upholding the Constitution will be much more satisfying." 

Contentions 
Joe Biden’s—and the President’s—Sycophancy Problem 
by Peter Wehner  

In an interview with GQ magazine, Vice President Biden, when asked about Barack Obama’s 
problem in being perceived as aloof, provided us with this answer: “I think what it is, is he’s so 
brilliant. He is an intellectual.” 

So that’s the real explanation for the president’s troubles. It isn’t really a communications problem 
after all; it’s an IQ Gap between Obama and America. He’s just so much smarter, and so much better, 



than the rest of us. It can’t be easy for a man so gifted in so many ways to maintain the common 
touch. That, at least, seems to be the view from ObamaLand. 

This, of course, is exactly what the president doesn’t need: aides like Biden, Valerie Jarrett, David 
Axelrod, and others who, as things get worse for Mr. Obama, double down on their flattery of him. 

There are many things in life I’m confident Mr. Obama needs; more sycophancy from his advisers is 
not one of them. What he needs, in fact, are mature, responsible, well-grounded people with standing 
in his life to let him know what is happening to his presidency. It is coming apart for a variety of 
reasons, including dogmatism and ideological rigidity, growing incompetence, unwise policies, and 
the poor performance of the American economy. The problems are not all of Obama’s making — but 
he bears a large share of the blame for taking America in the wrong direction. 

I have little doubt that Vice President Biden’s words reflect his true views. That may be the most 
worrisome thing of all for the president. Because if this fiction continues to be entertained, things will 
only get worse for Obama, and for us. 

  
Washington Post 
With Holder at the helm, detainee policy is a disaster 
by Michael Gerson 
The closing of the Guantanamo Bay prison and civilian trials for terrorists were more than policy 
changes proposed by Barack Obama as a presidential candidate. They were presented as a return to 
constitutional government - a dividing line from an uncivilized past.  

The indefinite detention of terrorists, according to Obama, had "destroyed our credibility when it 
comes to the rule of law all around the world, and given a huge boost to terrorist recruitment." 
Testifying last year before Congress, Attorney General Eric Holder not only defended a New York trial 
for lead Sept. 11 plotter Khalid Sheik Mohammed, he lectured, he taunted, he preened. Unlike others, 
he was not "scared" of what Mohammed would say at trial. Failure was "not an option." This case, he 
told a reporter, would be "the defining event of my time as attorney general."  

Which it certainly has been. Under Holder's influence, American detainee policy is a botched, 
hypocritical, politicized mess.  

The case of embassy bomber Ahmed Ghailani - the only Guantanamo Bay detainee the Obama 
administration has brought to trial in the United States - was intended to increase public faith in 
civilian prosecutions. But a terrorist hugging his lawyers in victory can't be considered a confidence 
builder. Days before the Ghailani verdict, the White House admitted that Mohammed, because of 
massive, public resistance, would not be seeing the inside of a Manhattan courtroom anytime soon. 
"Gitmo," one official told The Washington Post, "is going to remain open for the foreseeable future."  

Where do these developments leave Holder, for whom failure is not only an option but a habit? A 
recent profile by Wil Hylton in GQ magazine attempts to put his tenure in the best possible light - the 
lonely, naive man of principle undone by politics. But the portrait is unintentionally devastating. Holder 
clearly views the war on terrorism as a distraction. "The biggest surprise I've had in this job," he told 
Hylton, "is how much time the national security issues take."  

He was oblivious to predictable reactions in the Mohammed case. "The political furor that erupted 
next," says the article, "took Holder completely by surprise." The attorney general has been stripped 



of authority over the trial venue by the White House. And Holder's unshakable legal principles, it turns 
out, were more like poses.  

"In case after case, he seems to have reconciled himself to policies that he would have once 
condemned," concludes Hylton, a true progressive believer. "As we went back and forth, I began to 
realize that it was impossible to know how much of Holder's argument he really believed, and how 
much he was merely willing to say."  

Holder clearly believes that his virtue was violated by politics. But there is a better explanation. 
President Obama's undeniable continuity in conducting the war on terrorism - the use of indefinite 
detention, Guantanamo Bay and targeted killing of terrorists - reflects the continuity of the threat. 
These measures did not result from some anti-constitutional ideology. They were difficult, conflicted 
but reasonable responses to an ongoing terrorist offensive - a war that is more than a metaphor.  

Civilian courts were not designed for high-profile enemy combatants such as Mohammed, who would 
use a New York trial to embrace martyrdom and encourage violence. The use of military tribunals at 
Guantanamo Bay is fully constitutional, approved by Congress and consistent with wartime 
precedent.  

Obama seems to be realizing - gradually, reluctantly - that applying the rules of war in the midst of a 
war does not destroy the credibility of the rule of law or encourage terrorist recruitment. But his public 
inability to admit this shift seems to be leading to the worst of possible outcomes.  

In all likelihood, Mohammed won't be tried in a civilian court. But Obama's progressive allies would 
revolt against a military tribunal for the killer of Wall Street Journal correspondent Daniel Pearl and 
the mastermind of Sept. 11. So Mohammed is left in legal limbo. This, in its own way, does seem at 
odds with the rule of law - a prisoner condemned to detention without trial because a president cannot 
admit he was wrong.  

How does Obama back down and accept a tribunal? He could begin by appointing an attorney 
general who understands the requirements of national security. Some on the left believe Holder 
should resign out of principle. Some on the right believe he should leave because he is out of his 
depth. Such bipartisanship should not go to waste.  

Contentions 
How Not to Spend Political Capital 
by Jennifer Rubin  

Let’s hope that this report is not accurate: 

"As one of its first acts, the new Congress will consider denying citizenship to the children of illegal 
immigrants who are born in the United States. Those children, who are now automatically granted 
citizenship at birth, will be one of the first targets of the Republican-led House when it convenes in 
January." 

As I have previously written (here and here), futzing with the Constitution is a perfectly awful idea. As 
a substantive matter and as a political matter, it is not what conservatives should be focused on if 
they want to promote the image that they are sober, responsible lawmakers. And they certainly don’t 
want to make it one their “first” targets. This is ObamaCare for Republicans — a distraction and a 
partisan fight that should not be a top priority when unemployment is high, the debt is massive, and 
real questions exist as to the country’s financial stability and international staying power. It would be 



irresponsible for the House leadership to go on an immigration jaunt — a sign that they didn’t really 
learn all they should have from the Democrats’ errors. As a matter of constitutional sobriety and 
political smarts, the Republican leaders should put this on the back burner. For a good long time. 

Contentions 
Boneheaded Birthright Citizenship Fight 
by Linda Chavez  

Jen is right on both the substance and politics of a GOP move to revoke birthright citizenship from 
children born to illegal aliens. As I’ve written here and here, the 14th Amendment was carefully drawn 
and debated to exclude only two categories of persons: the children of diplomats and children born on 
Indian reservations that were deemed sovereign territories at the time. 

But the political objections are even greater. Republicans lost two Senate seats — in Nevada and 
Colorado — that they should have won on Election Day, largely because of the nasty tenor of debate 
on illegal immigration. Sharron Angle ran ads depicting illegal immigrants as gang members and 
criminals and accused them of stealing jobs from Nevadans in a state in which nearly one in five 
voters were Hispanic. Ken Buck lost in Colorado in part because former Republican congressman 
and anti-immigrant stalwart Tom Tancredo was on the ticket as an independent running for governor, 
a race that turned out Hispanic voters who do not normally vote in non-presidential years. 

Bashing illegal immigrants may work in districts where Hispanics don’t vote, but it’s a loser nationally 
and in states that the GOP has to win in 2012 if it has any hope of replacing the current occupant in 
the White House. 

Forbes 
Whose Sari Now? 
by Shikha Dalmia 

   



Globalization produces different anxieties in different people. And for the high-priests of Indian culture 
it is the sari. Famous novelist, boy genius and former Indian cabinet minister Shashi Tharoor 
triggered a major attack of national handwringing a few years ago when he dressed down female 
reporters for not dressing up in saris for his press conference – and then penning a sappy plea to 
“save the sari from a sorry fate.” Other writers have been worried even longer than Tharoor. 

In the wake of all the hyperventilating, many Indian fashionistas, eager to assert their social 
consciences, adopted the sari as their pet cause. And now, barely a few years later, they are 
declaring victory in their struggle. No less than the Washington Post recently announced that, thanks 
to the efforts of India’s top designers, the sari has made a comeback. If only the Bengal Tigers were 
so responsive! 

To most Indian women it would be news that the sari was ever gone. The garment has survived for 
over 4,000 years without any benevolent, top-down intervention – and I suspect it will continue to do 
so. That’s because saris have always enjoyed a special relationship with Indian women and Indian 
women with them. And globalization will strengthen, not sunder, this relationship, possibly even 
winning new paramours for the outfit along the way. 

Concerns that globalization will wipe out the sari are not entirely baseless of course. After all, many a 
traditional dress has been swept away by modernity’s gales of creative destruction. In India itself, 
men, especially in cities, began trading their lungis, dhotis and mundus – varieties of sarongs – for 
trousers and leisure or safari suits (mercifully out of fashion now!) even before liberalization. So 
thoroughly Westernized is male attire in Indian cities that at a family sangeet — a pre-wedding music 
and dance get together – in New Delhi some years ago, my husband was the only one sporting a 
traditional kurta-pajama – and he’s a Jew from New York. Likewise, in Scotland only guys utterly 
secure in their masculinity don the kilt anymore – and then only on special occasions. But the 
garment whose fate makes Indians clutch their brocade scarfs in terror is the kimono. This gorgeous, 
elegant, elaborate outfit that both Japanese men and women wore as a matter of routine till the early 
20th C is now more prevalent in Japanese museums than in Japanese closets. 

However, except for the fact that both the sari and the kimono inhabit countries east of the prime 
meridian, they have little in common. 

For starters, the Indian government never embarked on an official program to mandate Western 
clothes in the workplace as the Japanese Emperor Meiji did in the early 1900s, triggering a decline in 
traditional outfits. It is out of the question that the Indian government would ever have attempted such 
a stunt — let alone pulled it off — without instigating a major national revolt, especially by Indian 
women whose sense of femininity is inseparable from this six yards of rectangular cloth. 

Part of the Indian woman’s attachment to the sari no doubt stems from her cultural conditioning. 
Indian girls grow up wearing a mix of Indian garments (choli/lehnga, salwar/kamiz) and Western 
clothes (frocks, skirts, long dresses and jeans) — not saris. Saris are meant only for grown women 
who have fully come into their own. When a girl first wears one – typically at her school’s graduation 
or farewell party, the equivalent of prom night – it marks a rite of passage. The sari and all its 
resplendent accessories – glass bangles, chunky hand-crafted silver or gold jewelry, the bindi on the 
forehead – are their first full encounter with their femininity and, like a first love, it leaves an indelible 
impression. 

But an Indian woman’s acculturation in the sari begins much before she actually wears one. Saris are 
an essential part of a bride’s trousseau that mothers sometimes start planning from the day a 
daughter is born. My mother had barely left the maternity ward when she decided that she would give 
me at least 21 silk saris when I got married. And, over the years, I witnessed her painstakingly 



assemble my collection with pieces from all over the country: rich, double-shaded benaresis; 
sumptuous tanchoies woven with strands of real gold; South Indian kanchiwarams whose bright 
magentas and fuchsias with contrasting borders are sadly out of fashion now; diaphanous, delicate 
chanderis; simple, weightless French chiffons in soothing pastels; Bengali kanthas whose elaborate 
embroidery depicts stories from ancient Hindu epics; and gorgeous, sumptuous tassars – my 
personal favorite – whose shine seems to come from an inner glow like the brides they often adorn. 

By the time Indian girls exit puberty, they are acquainted with these regional designs and fabrics, 
having acquired an education during countless family shopping expeditions. I remember as a little girl 
scouring the bazaars of New Delhi with an entourage of cousins and aunts, all on a collective quest to 
find the perfect sari for some family function. 

We’d start with the posh stores of Connaught Place such as Glamour where gray-haired, well-
scrubbed salesmen in starched kurtas gingerly extricated sari after sari from white tissue wrappings, 
methodically unfurling them, one by one, on the gleaming glass counter till we’d thoroughly discussed 
and dissected every element of each: the border that runs across the bottom and drapes the feet; the 
middle that’s folded into pleats that cascade waist-down; and the pallu – the last two yards of the sari 
— that typically goes across the chest and over the left shoulder, covering the exposed mid-riff. 

Next stop usually would be the crowded and squalid Karol Bagh market. The casual sensuality of 
their sales staff was so different from the sedate, prudish sophistication of the Connaught Place 
stores that we might as well have been on a different planet. Lissome sales boys in tight shirts and 
pants – sporting a long pinky nail that made us snicker — would spring into action the moment we 
entered the store. They’d pull out bundles and bundles of silks tied with cotton rope or nalla. At the 
slightest hint that we liked one, they’d leap up and wrap the sari around themselves, deftly making the 
pleats and tucking them into their belt — and then, in a final flourish, swinging the pallu across their 
shoulder to show us the full “get up.” Sometimes we’d walk away without buying even one after they 
had performed this modeling routine scores of times, leaving them forlorn to stash away yards and 
yards of fabric. 

No doubt Japanese girls go through their own acculturation in the kimono. But there is something 
about the sari that gives it a unique staying power. 

The sari, in a way, is the antithesis of the kimono. The kimono is a structured, multi-layered garment 
with many parts, all of which are meticulously tailored in advance before they are finally assembled 
on the woman with ties and sashes. It is like a stylized robe that encases the figure, compressing its 
curves and contours, imparting a regal but prim uniformity that is indifferent to the frame beneath. 

The sari, by contrast, is formless and fluid. It moulds itself to the shape of the woman, highlighting – 
rather than obscuring – her special configuration. If a kimono is like a cloak that swaddles a woman, a 
sari is like a veil that hides or flaunts what a woman chooses. The sari’s formlessness opens up 
endless possibilities. Japanese women too are experimenting with different lengths and sleeve styles 
to give the kimono a more contemporary look. But there is a way in which the sari can completely 
transform itself without losing its integrity that is at the root of its enduring appeal to Indian women. 

The fear that saris won’t survive globalization stems from an insecurity that somehow things 
traditional are incompatible with a modern lifestyle. Modernity’s fast pace breeds a rough-and-ready 
culture, a casualness of attire that allows people to move quickly to grab opportunities, get things 
done, deliver results. It is not a coincidence that jeans are the de facto national outfit of America! A 
sari, by contrast, is a time-consuming, fussy affair, difficult to drape (I still can’t do it without help) and 
even more difficult to maintain. It is cumbersome and constricts mobility, one reason Indian feminists 
regard is as a patriarchal invention designed to confine women to the home – although in Pakistan, 



where President Zia-ul-Haq declared a sari unIslamic in the 1970s, it has become a symbol of 
women’s liberation, a subversive pleasure that women indulge in to taunt authorities. Be that as it 
may, sari worry-warts have some empirical grounds for their pessimism in that as more Indian women 
have entered the workplace, the sari has lost its predominance in everyday wear. 

But that hardly means that the sari is headed for extinction. 

Globalization is certainly giving Indian women options outside the sari, forcing it to share wardrobe 
space with cocktail dresses, evening gowns and corporate pant-suits. But it is also giving them more 
options within the sari. The stodgy-old men and the Indian guidos are still there in Connaught Place 
and Karol Bagh respectively selling traditional benaresis and tanchois. But these markets are now 
supplemented with trendy new malls such as Square One in the outskirts of New Delhi whose sales 
staff consists of well-turned out girls with trim figures. More to the point, Square One saris reflect a 
cross-pollination of ideas, a blending of traditional and Western elements, that wouldn’t be possible 
without globalization. The biggest transformation is the cocktailization of the blouses worn beneath 
the sari that are becoming skimpier and bolder – driving traditionalists crazy. But the saris themselves 
are experimenting with all kinds of new fabrics and designs, sometimes with absolutely stunning 
results. I am still fantasizing about a black crepe sari I saw some years ago studded with Swarovski 
crystals and kundan stones – kind of like rough-cut diamonds used in Indian jewelry — with a 
matching backless blouse, all for the modest sum of $10,000, which, incidentally, Indian woman can 
more easily afford thanks to the greater disposable income that globalization has put in their 
bejeweled purses! 

I canvassed a group of Indian friends – engineers, Bollywood script-writers, entrepreneurs, 
executives, doctors, dancers — inside and outside India, all of whom have a healthy interest in 
fashion, and asked them how they felt when they wore a sari. The words they used were: feminine, 
beautiful, sexy, glamorous, chic, classy, different, comfortable, rooted, confident and, above all, in 
keeping with our modern times, powerful. I am sure if I had posed the same question to women in my 
mother’s generation, they would have said: traditional, beautiful, honorable, appropriate, respectable, 
pure/chaste, domestic, spiritual. 

In short, the sari has seamlessly transformed itself, trading the values of tradition for those of 
modernity. Some garments are specific, sociologically contingent. A sari is eternal because ever 
evolving. And as it evolves, far from fading in India, its appeal will likely spread, gaining it new 
converts outside India. I am waiting for Angelina Jolie to appear in a black lycra sari with a leather 
bustier in the next Tomb Raider! 

All that designers need to do to “save” the sari then is to figure out what women want from their saris 
and give it to them. If they are looking for a crusade, the Bengal Tigers really could use some help. 

Shikha Dalmia, a native of India, is a senior analyst at Reason Foundation and a Forbes columnist 

  
  



 
  
  

 
  
  
  



 
  
  
 


